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MISSION
Nevada Public Radio will be recognized as the leading independent source of information and cultural expression, and a catalyst for civic engagement.

VISION
Nevada Public Radio will enhance the quality of life and foster civic engagement by informing, educating and inspiring our growing audiences.
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Curating media that matters

Florence Rogers
President and CEO

What communicates more eloquently than any of our charts and graphs is the sample of testimonials in the pages ahead. People like you who have chosen to engage with us in sustaining something that matters to so many. They are the most resonant voices that speak to how much public media matters.

Thanks to our supporters listed in the following pages, we can report another year crammed full of original content on-air, online and in print. KNPR’s State of Nevada drove the narrative in reporting some uniquely Nevada stories in turn picked up by NPR and commercial outlets including MSNBC. A relentless focus on issues including education, natural resources and the economy helped us understand our emergence from recession and earned the news team a couple of local Electronic Media awards. Online traffic surged and we collectively said goodbye to an era of radio when Carl Kasell retired from Wait Wait . . . Don’t Tell Me. Desert Companion was nominated for “Maggie” Awards and won for an elegant spring fashion cover.

A new addition weekdays on News 88.9 KNPR, we welcomed Take Two from KPCC in Los Angeles. We had long wanted to increase amount of Western-based reporting voices and were proud to sign on as the first affiliate. KNPR was also one of the first wave of stations featured in i-Tunes’ NPR catalog. Also launching: NPR One, the app that blends NPR and commercial outlets including MSNBC. A relentless focus on issues including education, natural resources and the economy helped us understand our emergence from recession and earned the news team a couple of local Electronic Media awards. Online traffic surged and we collectively said goodbye to an era of radio when Carl Kasell retired from Wait Wait . . . Don’t Tell Me. Desert Companion was nominated for “Maggie” Awards and won for an elegant spring fashion cover.

Yet we have to keep our minds and hearts directed toward meeting our mission every day forward. That means being ready to cover the news through our networks and in your neighborhood, having resources to elevate the work of social and civic non-profits and cultural activities as a participant and marketing partner. We cannot do it without you, as an audience or as a supporter. Find your name in the pages ahead, and accept our heartfelt thanks for making everything we do possible.
Nevada Public Radio plays a unique role in our region. We are both a multimedia outlet for high-quality content and a partner with businesses and philanthropy in communicating locally to our shared audiences. Our governance structure provides a robust mechanism for good stewardship of the assets of Nevada Public Radio and a shared brain trust to advise management. As Chair of the Board of Directors, I count on a diverse group of leaders to chart a course for a non-profit that touches the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals each week.

The fiscal year covered by this annual report represents the third year of a three-year plan. As the recession began to lessen its grip on our region, our challenge was to absorb the increased costs of doing business within very conservative revenue growth projections, all embracing the new reality of “NPR everywhere.” We made great progress in growing our combined audience on air, in print and online. We hit our target for 6% of our broadcast audience as traditional members. That is still below the national average, but those who contribute through our slate of benefit events and online auction creates a diversified foundation on which to build.

As local commercial journalistic capacity continues to recede, our role increases. It is one that is vital, but represents a major cost center. We also hold dear our commitment to classical music, the audience for which is the equivalent to filling the MGM Grand Garden area four times every week! We are the sole NPR affiliate in the region, but we operate in your world of podcasts, social, mobile and on-demand media. We celebrate that more people can find our content in more places. Our challenge is to sustain this new reality with appealing opportunities and invitations for individual membership, legacy giving, foundation investment and corporate sponsorship.

What is at stake is not just the financial picture you see here, it’s the trust you have in our content and the space we’ve created to be a “loudspeaker” for the communities we share; for our news, our stories, philanthropy, our cultural life and hearing one another. The Board will continue to bring its business acumen and philanthropic advocacy to the task of governing Nevada Public Radio, and we cherish the partnership of a professional staff and stakeholders that include you. If you are on our honor roll of supporters in the following pages, you have our sincere thanks. We strive to earn your continued support in the coming year.
**FISCAL YEAR TOTAL SUPPORT**

- **$5,911,175**
  - **32%** Member Support
  - **41%** Corporate Sponsorships
  - **5%** State, Local & Foundation Grants
  - **7%** Corporation for Public Broadcasting
  - **5%** Capital Grants Endowment Earnings & Investments Released
  - **10%** Special Events, Rentals and Other Income

**FISCAL YEAR TOTAL EXPENSES**

- **$5,873,240**
  - **62%** Program Services
  - **31%** Membership Development and Underwriting
  - **7%** Management and General
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Source: Arbitron/Nielsen ratings monthly

Source: Google Analytics annual

Source: Circulation Verification Council annual audit.

Source: Google Analytics annual
The following list of donors represents payments received between the audited period October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014. This list does not reflect pledge amounts, but rather paid amounts toward both open and fulfilled pledges.
“I am all about being efficient, and becoming a sustaining member meant that I could check off one important thing from my to-do list. Now, I don’t have to worry or stress about getting my pledge in on time and the cost spread out over the year is easy on my budget. Being a sustaining member means I can listen to my favorite programs knowing that I am a part of a community of people who care about Nevada Public Radio.”
memories triggered by classical community and I’ve been a regular listener for the past several years. I love the variety of programming and I’m proud to support a station that plays great music classical. It has been a source of great enjoyment and comfort for me and has provided a connection to friends and family. Classical music provokes those fond memories.”

Stephanie Smith
Supporter

“I love the great music Classical 89.7 provides for this community and I’ve been supporting the station long before it gained its own channel. As a musician, I have scores of memories triggered by classical music and I’m proud to support a station that provokes those fond memories.”

Supporter
$120 - $364.99
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Terra Dinich
Lisa & David Diffley
Amanda Digiglio
Dorothy & Gary Ding
Edward & Dorothy Dineen
Wendy Dingee
Thomas Dinoly
Sara Diss
Jodi M. Dittman
George Dittmann
Charles Diven
Avan Dixon
Tim Dixon
Don C. Dobak
Robert & Mary Ann Dobak
D. Dobak
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John Dod
John Doj
Loretta Domanic
Edward Dobrowicz
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John Di Domenico
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Lori Douglas
Matthew Douglas
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Crystal Doyle
Douglas Doyle
Jacquelyn Doyle
Lori Drake
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Phu Duc
Yuanhong Du
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Paul & Dorothy Eisenberg
Susan Eisenberg
Dennis Elhinear
Arthur Ehlgrenberg
Alaska S. Elkinington
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William Elliot
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Maddi & Francis Elsij
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Laura Elston
Patrick Embidicate
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Blake Eisen
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Shirley Emerson
Karen Emigh-Wolf
Jan Emming
Harry W. Emrick
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Jen & Shalene Engel
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Dorothy & Gary Engelman
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“When my morning commute gets hectic, I turn on Classical 89.7 to help soothe my nerves and take the edge off the day ahead of me. People seem to forget how complex yet beautiful classic music has remained over the years. If you believe music is an art form, then you might appreciate how much more beautiful it is by keeping it on the air.”
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Jennifer Carr  Member

“I love Nevada Public Radio and have been listening for years. This year I was financially able to become a sustaining member, so I did.”
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Jerilyn Brown
Supporter

“One of the most important social skills I teach all day long to my students is personal responsibility. My personal responsibility is to pay for my public radio listening. Because I pay for my listening, I am able to listen and talk about what I hear on News 88.9 KNPR with pride and completely guilt free. I feel like I own a piece of Nevada Public Radio and that I am partly responsible for it being on the air every day.”
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Jessica Perlack
Adam Pershner
Stefan Peroutka
Vicki P. Perry
Stanley Perryman
Judi Pizzazzrefeer
Michael Petersen
Philip V. Peters
Tom & Melinda Peters
Todd & Diane Petersian
Carol Peterson
Kathleen Peterson
Mark Peterson
Steven G. Peterson
William Peterson
Sonja Porschwill
Gianna Petri
Michael & Linda Petty
Barbara Peyton
Tuan C. Pham & Rhonda Killough
Kevin Phinix
Peter Philander
David B. Phillips & Teresa Komukon-Phillips
Steven & Bridget Phillips
Susan Phillips
Todd Phillips
Steve & Susan Phipps
Sandra Prippen
Eleanor Phioxin
James Picard
Jack & Judy Pickett
Leo Pickhart
Jaison Pieretti
Jan Pierral
Joyce Pierral
Jennifer Pierralzak
Mary Pike
Jessica Pinjiv
Mike & Beverly Pinjiv
Laurrenjean Pittman
Jame Pitton
Mike & Nancy Plaidst
Bryan & Margaret Plaidst
Frank Platko
Jimmy Platts
Jennifer Plaumman
Peter Piotnich
Joanne Podgogor
Carl & Janice Poedtke
Karl & Brenda Pohman
Wendy Pohmehus
Annelisa Polk
Mark Polk
Rosenie Polisad
Michael Polley
Vijayalakshmi Poluri
Boris Polyak
Elizabeth Poole
Erika Pope
Monique Portanger
Margo D. Porter
Richard & Rosemary Porter
Theresa Porter
Pamela Portland
Jay Poster
C J & Jenna Potter
Amy Potts
Robin Powell
D. Donald Powers
Jennifer Powers
Suwan Powers
Alfred & Tara Pozos
Rao & Jaya Prasad
Albert Prendergast
Randall Preston
Shannon Preestridge
Brian Price
Edwin & Lynn Price
Tanna Price
John Prine
Andrew F. Pritchard
Angela Proffitt
Charlene Proto
Carol & Brad Proudfit
Khiro Provost
James & Judy Prucnal
David Putnam
Marie Quinty
Alby Quinn
Dick & M'ue Quinnell
Oscar Quinones
Jennifer Raetich
Gonzalo Roca
Laura Rader
Violet Radosta
Laurel Rafty
Izzeldin Rahman
Dolly Rajan

“As a sustaining member, I am someone Nevada Public Radio can count on each and every month. No uncertainty as to whether I will call or renew next year. I have the confidence in knowing my regular contribution helps sustain the programs I love with the convenience of an automatic withdrawal from my bank account. Being a sustaining member is easy, convenient and helps Nevada Public Radio plan for the year.”

James Davis Leadership Circle Member
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Roderic & Terri Hill
Ben Stoner
Joy & Melissa Stoner
Lisa Story
Brenda Stout
Alma Strabala
Barbara L. Straight
Michael Straughan
Rebecca Strauss
Norah Streb
Col Daniel Streck
Faye Streier
Katzie D. Strombom
Fred B. Stroud
Neal Shudrl
Phil Su
Mark & Lisa Suhany
Anne Suiss
Toby V. Sulenski
Lloyd Sullivan
William Sullivan
Shannon Sumpter
Philip Sung
Gail & Sergent
Judi Susenhi
Laura Sussman &
Wendy Kraft
Kevin Sutelnik
Mike Subber
Christina Sutton
Joseph Sutton
Randy Sutton
Mary Swachshamer
Mark Swaffner
David & Kristina Swallow
Joanne Swann
Kurt & Dixie
Swanson
Marjory J. Swanson
Sandra Swedish
Wilt & Sweet
Dan & Trisa
Swenson
Larry Swette
Olivia Swibes
Deborah Swift
Farheen Syed
Tom Sykora
David Szyszek
Susan SzaZella
Kelly T
Lynda Tache
Amer Tadayon
Eydie Tadeo
John & Sandy Taggart
Mary Takacs
Marina Talamanter
Carlos Talamanter
Brenda & Douglas Talley
Gon Tam
Adeline Tamayo
Don Tan
Linda Tannenbaum
Brian Tanner
Joan W. Tansey
Alexa TaLisa
Ben Tape
Martha Tarantino
Brian Tarlo
Judy Tarte
Bernetta Tate
Clarence Taylor
Diane Taylor
Margaret Taylor
Robert Taylor
Samuel W. Taylor, Jr.
Stavely Taylor
Warren D. Taylor
Christopher A. Teachman
Mr. Teller
Robert Telles
Noni & Carole Terry
Wayne Tew
Allen Thach
Deborah Thaggard
Beverly Thielander
Mary & Mike Thibodeau
Michael Thiene
Whitney Thier &
Mark Olszopiek
Alicia Thomas
Andrea Thomas
Donna Thomas
Karen Thomas
Leetonia Thomas
Roger Thomas
William Thomas
Charles Thompson
Bill & Kay Thompson
Daniel Thompson
Debra Thompson
Douglas & August
Thompson
Frederick & Mary
Thompson
Gail C. Thompson
Joanne Thompson
Michael Thompson
Rick & Vickie
Thompson
Tom W. Thompson
James Thompson
Valerie Thompson
Joan E. Thorpe
Zoe Thrall
Allan Thulin
Gary Thurmorden
Jerome Thyn
Brian Tiberi
Jefferson Tidwell
Todd Tietgen
Phillip David Tijel
Jean Tigerman
Boris & Violeta
Tihov
Jan Tiener
Deborah J. Tillema
Chris Tilley
Robert Tinnell
Sal & Li Toberio
Denise Tipton
Jenny Titus
Jacqueline Tamulasun
Milton Toguchi
Elizabeth Tomasello
Rory K. Tomich
Mark Tape
Heather Torgersen
Sheryl Toriy
Adrienn Too
Raymond J. Townsend
David Towia
Marco & Sally
Tramoni
Hung Tran
Neil Trankaiev
Larry Trankovich
Charles Trask
Sandra Tratos
Howard Travers
Beth A. Traylor
William Treese
Robin Trejo
Joanne Trent
Janet Tran
Laura Trappino
Travis Trei
Bruce Trei
Steve Trinkle
Cynthia Trapp
Danielle M. Trivisonno
Scott Trotter
Diana Truxa
Ty & Virginia
Trubloob
Shannon Trujillo
Teresa Trumper
Mitchell Truwell
Sam Tru
Joe Truchiyama
Sharon Trued
Allan Tucker
Joseph M. Tucker
Leota Tucker
Shana Tucker
Jim Tutbland
Jonathan V. &
Danie Tull
Deni Tull
Trisha Tully
Mark Turmel
Ben Tupper
Ann Turner
Bruce Turner
Clyde & Vera
Turner
Kevin Turner
Marjorie Turner
Doris Turner
Rose E. Turner
Scott T. Turner
Scott Turner
Shane & Rebecca
Turnure
Suzanne Turner
Janet Ty
Anton Tyler
David & Dianna Tyler
Kimberly A. Tyler
Scott & Jodi Tyra
Jodi Tyson
Margaret Uematsu
James & Solovea
Unger
Virgil & Catherine
Unger
Annette Urnein
Pagay Unruh
Dr. Unruh
Apuadhyia
Betty Upchurch
Marilyn Upchurch
Meerox Urrachart
Michelle Usher
Stan Ustak
Robert & Pattie
Uttar
Jennifer Utz
Robert E. Vaghini
Thomas Vaishal
Dennis Valdes
Susan Valdez
Eric Valentine
Jeff Valentine
Jan Valentino
Cymara Valenzuela
Freddy Valma
Patrick & Herman
Van Betten
Debbie Van Booyen
Jeanette Van Emion
Shari Van Luchene
Matt & Linda Van Note
Stan & Kathleen
Van Wanagon
John Van Waggoner
Jim Vancompernelo
Cathy Vanderford
Sara Vanderhaagen
Lee Vanderpool
Margaret Vavodavlat
Jamaica Vandal
Dean Vanduseldorp
Marco Van Hul
Jim & Sonya
Vancooork
Luis Varela-Rico
Carlos Mario
Vasquez
Ed & Judy Vaughn
Philip Vega
Washington Track Club
Minnie E. Veit
Velvetean Rabbit
Beaun Venca
Dartski Ventures
Christen E. Vergth
Doug Verhaalen
Gregory Vernim
Nancy Vetter
Evan Vick
Gay Vignola
Ruben Paul Garcia
Villamil
Jim Vilela
Mary Vincent
Martha Vine
Evelyn & Vissering
Erica Vital-Laure
Carmen Vito
Stephanie Vivani
Cariu Vasing
Margaret Van Der Vliet
Wayne Vyker &
Kathleen Voeklin
Tim & Debbie Vogt
Kari & Pomila
Vanderheer
Ronald Vormwald
Claire Weiss
Deva Weiss
Mary Van Weiss
Richard & Phyllis
Weiss
Jennie Welden
Darren Weller
Kert & Janet
Weilis
Michael R. Wells
Nathan & Kristen
Wells
Roger Wells
Robert Wenz
Carole Wendler
Nicole Wentworth
Eileen Wertheiser
Andrea Wern
Brian Wernstuck
Charlise West
Ken West
Pam West
Roger West
Deborah Westbook
Sunni Westbrook
Herman & Faye
Westfall
Arkene Weirich
Luda Whan
Karen L. Wilbur
Maria Wilbur

Caren Bedsworth
Supporter

“I have been listening to Nevada Public Radio for 10 years, and I wanted to make a more permanent commitment to make sure Nevada Public Radio stays on the air. I truly have “put my money where my mouth is”!” When I tell people about the wonderful programming on Nevada Public Radio and encourage them to become members, I know my sustaining membership is setting an example of support to the programming I love.”
Doug Phillips Dollar-a-Day Member

Often when I listen to pledge drives I wonder why more listeners who are members or just becoming members do not see the advantage of sustaining membership. I smile to myself knowing that I am a continuous supporter and don’t need to “pick up that phone and call”. It gives me a sense of pride and satisfaction that I am not only supporting the National programming that comes to me via NPR but local broadcasting as well.”
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Shreen H. Beaudry
Sheryl Bauvouard
Mary Bobkowski
Tamika Beavers
Scott Beshard
Clar Beek
Coleen Beck
Dave Beck
Linda Beck
Arthur Beder
Lae Beckler
Ronald C. Beckham
Mac Beckwith
Morgan Beck
R. Beam, II
Cheryl Beeman
Bruce J. Bemis
Craig Beving
Mark Belice
Andy Bellnap
William C. Bellnap
Amber Bel
Chris Bell
Ada R. Bellamy
Ron Bellisnier
Leonard Bellis
Karen Belote-
Stevens
Tami Bilt
Dolores Beavonsta
Alaxis Bencomo
William Ben
Dorothy Bengeocha
Pat Benke
Bill Bennett
Addison Bennett
Jeanette Bennett
Krista Bennett
Lisa Bennett
Nicholas Bennett
Karl Bennison
Symme Benoff
Aron Benson
Fred R. Bentley
Nancy Berkley
Joa Blants
Daniel Benyshik
Whitney Benson
Charles Bernand
Stephen Berg
Janice Bergantino
Melissa Berger
Dana Berggren
Jack Berggren
Robert J. Bergstrom
Dawit Berhane
Stuart & Edviges Berlinc
Charlene Berman
David A. & Rosalyn Berman
Kenneth Berman
Miquel Bermudez
Joan L. Berry
Richard G. Betsyka
Bradley Bethold
Charlotte Bartland
Christine Best
Linda Bette
Melissa Betz
Joseph Betzler
Pierie Jeanne-Marie Bizard
Shikha Bhutagar
Kal Bhattacharyya
Babir Bhogal
Casimir & Jacqueline Bilas
Vincent Bianchi
Keith R. Biannison
Eva Bien
Alex Biglow
Herman Eliaian
Regina B. Bilsner
Jef Biirn
Helen Biirford
Elizabeth Bird
Jacquil Bird
Brent B. Birkin
John & Vicky Birdland
Andy & Shannon Bischof
Carol Bischof
Charles Ron Bishop
Phil Bishop
Ricky Bishop
Christopher Bitonti
Cathy Bittenger
Craig Bikone
Billie Black
Constance Black
Dean Black
Glen Blackwell
Dan Blackow
Kathleen Blair
Jonathan & Lacey Blais
Robert Bland
Nancy Blatt
Robert Blau
Marga Blem
Lorraine Biehnker
Raz & Ayelet Bilt
Audrey Bloom
Michael Bloom
Adam Blum
Diane Bluth
Pamela Boal
Dara Boam
Bradley M. Boarman
Teresa Boardman-
Corbyo
Howard E. Bolds, Jr.
Roberta Marca
Booth
Patricia E. Bohlander
Martin Bovier
Judy T. Bovender
Zanab Balis
Ansel Bolton
Eric D. Bone
Linda Borrinci
Steven Keorikan Bone
Jim Boone
Michelle Booth
John H. Borden
J. Kent & Mary Borgard
Gerald Born
Jean K. Borso
Jean K. Borso
Jori Bon
Bill & Deb Bosma
Shehry A. Bossak
Steve Boster
Eric Bosworth
Dana Bould
Brad Bouch
Andre Bouchard
Brian Bourgon
Debora Bourne
Jana Bourne
Nancy Bourn
Ill Robert Bowen, III
Kenneth M. Bowes
Michael Bowes
Athena Bowler
Dave Bowles
Peter Bowley
Jacqueline Bowling
Charles Bowles
Cheryl Boyd
Connie Boyd
Robert Boyington
Erie Boykin
Raymond Boynton
Roger Bradbury
Fay & David Bradford
Gay Bradley
Irene Bradley
Michael Kay Bradley
Steven G. Bradshaw
Judy Brandt
Moyle Brathwaitha
Heather Bratagan
Joseph Branca
Scott Brandon
Matthew Brandt
Jeremy D. Branske
Sharon Brashar
Paul Bratk
James & Ann Brauer
Daniel Bray
Marc Bray
Shawn L. Bray
Elizabeth Breziale
Sean Brecking
Mary Brediau
Maureen Brennan
Kim Brett
Gene Brewer
Shein Brewer
Wendy Brewer
Barbara Brice
Jennifer Brickly
Debra Bridger
Kathleen Bridge
Gerald Bridgewater
Don Bright
Lewis Bright
Joan K. Brightton
Mary Ann Brm
E. Joyce Brink
Freddie Richard
Brooks, Jr.
Phil Brady
Keely M. Brooks
Liquana Brooks
Michael Brooks
Gertrude R. Brophy
Trudy Brophy
James T. Brossett
Susan Brower
Angela Brown
Ann Brown
Brian Brown
Celine Judith Brown
Charles E. Brown
Faye Brown
Garth Brown &
Diane Lom
Geneviene Brown
Heather Brown
Jessica Brown
Larry Brown
Marc Brown
Olivia Brown
Paula L. Brown
Randall L. Brown
Sandra Brown
Starshma Brown
Vernon A. Brown
Walter Brown &
Richard Brown
Tom Brown
Meredith Brown
Kathryn Bruce
Robert Brudik
Joyce Bruget
Wade D. Bruhn
Brittany Brussell
Karen Bryant
Nathan Bryant
Wayne Bryant
David E. Buck
Derek S. Bucel
Cynthia Buckley
Eliza Budlarto
Steven Budlong
John J. Buzeb
Botty Buchler
Roger & Lana Buehler
Tim & Barbara Buer
Frank Bulger
Laurie Bullock
Tim & Barbara Buer
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Kristina Sorensen Dollar-a-Day Member

Teresa Burke
Angel M. Bunkow
Collin P. Burnell
Vicki Burnett
Jack Burns
Joseph Burns
Kimberly N. Burns
Philip Burns
Barbara Burns-
Gilbert
Cordesius Burrell
Scott & Stacy Burrell
Robert Burrows
Danielle Burt
Judith Busch
Pat Bussette
Shea Byers
Rosene Chapman-
Byrde
Gina & Harry Byrge
Michael Byrne
Jeffrey Buzzie
Juan C. Cردenas
Salvador Cabrera-
Ramirez
Lorraine & William Cadwallader
John Cahlan &
Terry Garcia
Christopher Calder
Carol Caldwell
Dannin Caldwell
Linda Caldwell
Fidel & Janice Calixto
Sarah Camarota
Roy & Carolyn Cameron
Belinda Campbell
Beverly A. Campbell
Angeles Campos
James & Toni Can
Alex Cincio
Sandra Candell
Karen Canepi
Devon Canfield
Ana Canizales
Francois Kann
Aimee Cannon
Brooke Cannon
Denise Cannon
Kirsten Cannon
Carlos Cantillo
Ed Carrillo
Eleanor Cantu
Clari Carap
Gloria T. Caile
Marion A. Caperonis
Stephen Caplan
Lou Capone
Lisa M. Caporelli
Cindy Cardwell
Michael &
Patricia Carly
Riley Carkeek
Justin Carley
Sue Carlisle
Alex Carlone
Philip & Paulette Carolin
Katherine Caron-
Greig
Antoinette Carpenter
Tanya Carpenter
Art D. Carpio
Chris Carpluk
Barbara Carr
Janine Carr
Jennifer Carr
John & Ellen Carr
Phylis Carra
Cindy Carra
Esteban Carrasco
Elizabeth O. Carroll
Karen Carroll
Leonard Carroll
Mark & Jessica Carroll
Cynthia Cammuthers
Fontana H. Carter
Peggie R. Carter
Ranada M. Carter
Ray & Margaret Cartwright
Daniel Catt
John & Marianne Casey
Jim Casimir
Suzanne Cassel
Drew Cassbel
Michael Cassira
Angeles Castaneda
Barence Castro
Pilar Castro
Susan Castronova
Joanna Cato
Kathleen Cattarin
Adam Causey
Antonie Cavanaugh
Sara Cawley
Sandy Tessier Cda
Paula S. Catherburg
Brenda L. Ceron
Fernando Cerpa-Cruz
Norma Cervantes-
Alcala
David Chabria
James Chaddick
Bruno Chakos
Edwin Chalmers
Hansa Champanaria
Prescilla Chan
Douglas Chang
Michael & Nida Chang
Philip Chang
Charles Chapin
Kendall Chaplin
Steven Charern
Markie Charlos
Delores V. Charles
Julie Charles
Nathan Charley
Caroline Charney
Mary Cha
Alison Chastain
Lois Chatfield
Cuong Chau
Heather Chau
Gustavo Chavarin
Robert Chavez
Juan Pablo Chavez-
Reyna
Deon Cheatham
Hussein Chehab
Alice P. Chen

“Las Vegas seems to have more trouble than anywhere I have lived when it comes to getting folks to contribute. Why? I know you and I both want Nevada Public Radio to survive and thrive here. That’s why I became a sustaining member. I know I’m doing my part to keep this awesome and much needed station on the radio.”
Now in my permanent home of Las Vegas where I have built a career, a family, and a life; I continue to enjoy all the great stories I hear every day on air. I’m sure my experiences are shared by many other transplants in this city. No matter where we live NPR will always be a constant in our lives. I’ve been a daily listener to public radio for about 10 years now. I always felt guilty about not contributing when stories I hear every day on air. I’m sure I was a student so I make it up now.
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Carol Ehnhart
Wael Eld
Sam & Stefanie Eigen
Stan & Christine Elston
Anne E. Einsohn
Jim Eisenberg
Laura Eisenberg
Claire R. Eisinger
Lauren Elkoth
Alice Elam
Charles Elder
Eugene Eldredge
Drazen Ely
Elizabeth Elliot
Barbara Elliott
Jay Dean O. Ellis
Rebecca Fludd Ellis
Diana Ellsworth
Lorna Ellwood
Scott Emerson
Ellen Emerton
Ken Emory & Teri Emory
Michael Charles Ellis
Dustin Engel
Elizabeth Engel
Charles Ojong
Ebow
Savannah Enrquez
Donald Erano & Sandra Stowe
Joan Erdman
Donna Erickson
Lisa Erickson
Jason Eriquez
Brian Erl
Joan Ernst
Tara Eson
Glenda Erwin
June Esbin
Toby Esbin
David Escareno
Caitlin Escobar
Jose Eber
June Eshelman
Dorothea Eskevich
John Esperian
Carlos Espinosa
Mel Espiritu
Loretta Esposito
Jonathan Epy
Heather Estvold
Lynn Elkins
Mark Ebanks
Amelia Evangelista
Stephanie Evans
Benjamin Evenit
Donald B. Evoy
Abraham Eways
Tracy Eyre
Randall Ezell
Dr. Solero & Cecil Palabella
Levi Fackrell
Ryan Faeby
Maureen Fahlgberg
Philip Faiss
Kristin F. Falkner
The Gatten Family
Heidi Fanning
Joe & Cindy Faraci
Antonio Fargas
Carrie Farina
Joel Farina
Shari Farkas
Tim Farhas
Hart & Rebecca Farley
Mark Farrar
Amy Farris-Stabialewicz
Jacqueline Fatiguate
Emily C. Featherstone
Peter Fenney
Mark Fein
Barry Fauberg
Sandra C. Feldman
Brian Felger & Claudia Aguayo
Albert Felice-Pace
James Feloux
Jane D. Femiano
Dorothy Fenner
Valeda Fentress
Lisa Ferguson
Maloney Ferguson
William W. Ferguson
Edith Fernandez
Ginni G. Fernandez
Bob & Connie Fernandez
John W. & Sharon H. Ferree
James J. & Joann Ferrall
Army Path
Orin Fielding
Doni Fields
Gary Fields
William Fillingan
Cathrina Findorff
Stella Haciet-Finrock
Evdin Finkel
Megan Finley
Patrick Fino
Catherine Finneegan
Karim Firmani
Ashley Fisher
James Fisher
Judy Fisher
Lawrence T. Fisher
Paul Fisher
Marvin & Eileen Fishman
Barbara Fisk
Adrienne Fitzgerald
Constance Fitzgerald
Jeanette Fitzgerald
Laura Fitzpatrick
Mary Fitzpatrick
Casey Flanagan
Nancy Fletcher
Lisa M. Cortes
Flites
Maribel Flores
Christina Floyd
Paola Fogel
Albert Fogliatti
Kathryn Folger
Dorcas O. Folmar
Andrea & Kristina Fontaine
Jack & Gloria Ford
Marsha E. Ford
Ed Forkos
Patricia Forman
Carmen Formor
Marty Forrester
Mark Forstrom
Duane “Dewey” Forte
Julie Foster
Lisa Foster
Nancy Foster
Joshua Fowler
Drs. Fowler
Patti Frasi
Steven Fraza
Mark Frambas
Bryan Franco
Joelle Franco
Walt & Pat Franke
Bob & Laura Frankenberg
Mary Frankich
Lori Frank
Golda & Jimmie Franklin
Mary Franklin
Michael Franklin
Rod Franklin
Ted & Carol Franklin
Mitchell Franks
Paul & Jane Franson
Janet Franta
Robert Franzen
Vincent Franselle
Tony Frascarelli
Jennifer Fraser
Andrew Fratto
David H. Frazen
Donald & Cynthia Frazer
Penny Fredrickson
Mary Ann Freeman
Beth M. Freerksen
Steven Freeman
Hilary Frei
Jonathon Wiercinski
John W. Freitag
Kevin Franch
Hart Frey
James & Carol Fray
Rose Fried
Barbara Friedell
David Friedlander
Morton & Zal Friedlander
Jack Friedman
Stanley Friedman
Lynn Friend
Liam Frink
Will & Margaret Fritchman
Curtis Frost
James Fuller
Monica Fuller
William H. Fullerton, III
Gamen & Robin Fulmer
Richard A. Funk
Denise L. Furtado
Robert & Susan Futtal
Gretchen Gabbert
Andy & Bath Gabriel
Lucas Gaffney
Andrea Galter
Bruce L. Gale
Jennifer Galer
Richard Galin
Martin & Luann Gallacher
Kathie Gaillotta
Franci Galloway
Lindsey Galster
Ida L. Galvin
Kristine Genever
Leonard Galgottos
Linda & John Gannon
Martin Lloyd
Glebostost
Emma Garcia
Evangelina Garcia
Jose M. Garcia
Teresa Garcia
Philip Gardiner
Alma Garcia
Jeryl M. Gardner
Patricia Gardner
Angela Garner
Jason Garner
Jill Garner
C. Richard Gartman
Jani Gartner
Jeffrey Gassier
Jason Gaster
Michael F. Gates
John Gatto
Richard S. & Barb Gatts
Don Gault
Batty Gavere
Francys Gawryn
Michael Gubroski
Anthony Gubbins
Nega Gubemichael
Milion Gebreyohannes
Alexander Gie
Drs. Glick-Gelfand
James Geffert
Margaret Goffinger
Alan Gepay
David Gelbert
Joel Geller
Elena Gershman
Richard B. Gerber
Robert & Terri Gender
Janice C. Gershman
Krystin George
Anastasia J. Georgiadis
Chuck & Connie Gertler
Robert & Carol Gerlach
James German
Mary & Jim German
Christopher & Kerry Gertson
Han R. & Ann Geskes

"I love the music and the enlightening comments. I don’t want to have to live without this station, which is why I have recommended Classical 89.7 to all of my friends and urged them to step up and become members."

Judy Braecklein
Supporter
I became a sustaining member because I wanted to support bringing the arts to people who may not be able to afford it. It is my opportunity to make the world a better, smarter, and more meaningful place. By helping to elevate our culture you are rewarding yourself.
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Jon G. & Judy Steffes
Tania M. Steffora
Charles Stein
Stuart Stein
Michael Steinberg
Joanna Stein
David Steiner
Nicole Steinhaus
Joan Sterink
William J. Steinmetz & Kathryn Rose
Thomas Stenson
Bud & Anna Stephan
Aimee & Ben Stepheks
Richard Stephens
Shiloh Stephens
Jimmy Stephensen
Amy Stephenson
Shauna Stephenson
Pamela L. Stephenson
Cheryl Sterneff
Balthy Sterneberg
Rosemary E. Stehlem
Rhonda Staub
Stephanie M. Steuer
Anita Stevens
Anne Stevens
Curtis Stevenson
Elizabeth J. Stevenson
Jean Stewart
Paris Stewart
Teisa Stewart
Donald & Vivian Silica
Cayden T. Stieb
Steven Silber
J. Stibel
Ben & Jenel Stine
Tom & Mary Stie
Christian Steimler
Matthew Stofferson
Douglas R. Stokely
Joelle Stokes
Carol Stolker
Linda Stol
David & Danielle Stone
Donna Stone
Hank & Maggie Stone
Susan Stone
Bobbie Stoner

Jeremy Storms
Karin Stoller
Christopher Stowell
Kirk & Carrie Stowers
Barbara Strahl
Joann Strausky
Jennifer Rebecca Stratton-Cooper
Michelle & Abbey Stratton
Mya Stratton
Karen Stryer
Justin Streit
Richard Steising
Linda Strocker
David & Ashley Strong
Virginia Strum
Sandy Stuart
Michael V. Stuhff
Vernon Stutz
Jini Storfer
Charlotte Sudakov
David Stauding
Relax-A-Back Store
Mykola Suk
Michael & Ellen Sullivan
Teresa Sullivan
W. Anne Sullivan
Henry Sun & Ping Lu
Chris Summers
Jan Sun
Kathleen Sundquist
Ashlie Sunse
Howard Susman
Dean Sunderland
Aron Suzuki
Carlos Suzuki
John Suzuki
Jodi L. Swader
Jan Swager
Jerry Swan
Rob Swan
Robert Swan
Samantha Swan
Pamela Swanson
Steven Szostek
Barbara Tabach
Kristina Michelle Tabb
Dominic Tadel
Jennifer A. Tagle
Daniel Tait
Susan Tan
Susan Tanaka
Loretta Tancredi
David & Virginia Tanehau
Sarah Tanford
Bobby Tang
Max Tappeiner
Nikolai Tarinik
Lois Tarshian
Jared Taylor
Anamita Taylor
Diana Taylor
Gay Taylor
Jackie Taylor
Jeryn Taylor
Kevin Taylor
Marsha & Patty Taylor
Paul Taylor
Penny Taylor
Robert W. Taylor
Ronald Taylor
Terry Taylor
Wanda Taylor
Mark Teague
Misty Teel
Vincent & Stephanie Tagano
Leora Tajer
Masayo Tali
Judith Temple
Kenneth Tenney
Jeanne Terrell
Bill Terry
Peter D. Terry
Vincent & Barbara Terry
Wabdet Testafte
Mary Teizer
Louis & Giselle Teti
Clare Tewalt
Waran D. Trach
Patricia Thacker
Cristen Thayer
Tom Thayer
Chris & Lea Thicket
Anthony Thomas
Keith Thomas
Leah M. Thomas
Lois Bush
Melvin Ray Thomas
Michael Thomas
Randi Randy Thomas
Steve Thomas
Terry Thomas
Virginia Thomas
Andrew R. Thompson
James E. Thompson, Jr.
Jeremiah Thompson
Joel Thompson
Robert Thompson
Sally Thompson
Sara Thompson
Linda Thorburn
Jean Thorne
David Thorpe
Harold & Ann Thorne
David & Loretta Thous
Ram Thammula
Jim Tinsford
Jamie Tint
Audrey Timman
Paul & Donna Timman
Elin Timrani
Jeanne Tinman
Pamela Tipton
Carol Titus
Richard & Carolyn Titus
Todd & Kimberly Toborgen
Gerald M. Todd
Africa Danielle Toledo
Aristotle S. Tontonino
Lawrence & Crist Tornblom
Michael Torbina
Armando Toral
Thell T. Torrence
Ricardo Torres
Tamara Torres-Torres
Samuel Toston
Peggy Totino
Justin L. Tourtillott
Rick Towsley
Mark & Cindy Towne
Edward & Meryl Townsend
Cindy Townsend
Roberta Townsend
Bernie & Janet Toy
Mohamed Tra病因
Denise Tracy
Richard Trapani
James Traves
Jana Travis
Gail Tredwell
Richard Trees
Judy Treichal
Peter Treska
David Trill
Linda L. Tremmer
Constance Trtin
Alvin W. Trivelpiece
Raymond A. Troik
Laurel R. Trum
James Jardine
Trux
Kyle L. Trux
Molly Trucco
Harriet Trudell
Amanda Truphii
Maryann Trull
Angela Trujillo
Dawn Truiho
William & Darla Trujillo
Kirby & Sandra Trumbio
Marti Taqininos
Igor Taqinenko
Charles Hecht TTEE
Debbie Biggs Tthe
Frederick Tucker
Stephanie Tucker
Cathy Tuff
Justin Tuffy
Nicole Tuffy
Wayne Turnheim
Jennifer Turnchin
William Turnbull
Angela Turner
Joan Turner
Randall Tutor
Andy & Helen Tuttle
Tom Twamee
Michael Ty
Robert & Caryn Tyne
Nathan Udy
Bill Uffelman
Nathan Udy
Robert & Caryn Tyne
Michael Ty
Andy & Helen Tuttle
Tom Twamee
Michael Ty
Robert & Caryn Tyne
Nathan Udy
Bill Uffelman
George Utfrinn
Mary Ukacik
Jozef Ubrich
Jonathan Ullman
Ben Ullman
Michael Ullman
John & Marilyn Stilborn
Ben & Jenel Stine
Tom & Mary Stine
Christian Steimler
Matthew Stofferson
Douglas R. Stokely
Joelle Stokes
Carol Stolker
Linda Stol
David & Danielle Stone
Donna Stone
Hank & Maggie Stone
Susan Stone
Bobbie Stoner

Taylor Vaknin
Jaime Valdivinos-
Magana
Angela M. Valentine
Jennifer J. Valentine
Sergio Valenzuela-
Amaya
Ramon Valles
Rocky L. Van Blaricom
John & Adele Van De Houten
Crystal Van Deen
Clarence & Lucinda J. Van Horn
Steven E. Van Patten
Tom Van Sittart
John & Mary Jane Van Vactor
Stephen Vandecarr
Katherine Vandemer
Steve Vanderpol
Thomas Vanpierpol
Carl R. & Jackie Vanwney
Lauren Vanisko
Guido Varmuyen
Michael Vannozzi
Peggie Vannozzi
Cliff Vanwinkle
Christopher E. Vargas
Melchor Vargas
Alma Vasquez
Andina Vasquez-Sanchez
Joan & Jason Vaughan
William & Margaret Vaughan
Brian Vaughn
Brittany Vaughn
Frank & Laura Vaughan
Lupina Vaughan, Jr.
Sylvia Vaqyquez
Hector Vaqzquez-
Mena
Walter D. Vasay
John Vayey
Laura Vecerrina
Dirk J. Veenendaal
Diego Vega
Founders Academy of Las Vegas
Lisa Vehe
Ramirez Mario
Velasco-Ramirez
Rama & Raja Venkat
Jennifer Venda
Leslie Ventura
Vincent Verderame
Michael Verdu
Nicola Verhaeghe
Christopher E. Vargas
Vincent Verderame
Michael Verdu
Nicola Verhaeghe
Matthew Villet
Howard Vienne
Hugh Vomer
Pierin & Evangeline Veohey
Santos Vedrino
Carmel Viado
Elise Vioa
Sara Viock
Amy Vilela
Karen L.
Villacebaso
Victoria Vilagran
David Villalobos
Matthieu Villalova
Sandy Villacito
Lloyd Villanocio
Koren Vincent
Tammy L. Vincent
Justina Vintchow
Lisal Vinczol
Charles & Nancy
Vinnik
Woodrow Wilson
Violet, Jr.
Onofrio Vitali
Joseph M. Vizzarca
Brahma Vlahakis
Rory & Liz
Vohwinkel
Margie Vollmann
Charles A. Von Uff
Stephen Vonangelo
Leslie Vorhees
Gillian Wimettig
Christina Votipa
Eric Voozla
Mark Vanrash
Jeff Waddopps
Marcella Waggoner
Dajanae Wagner
Benedic Wagonsaller
Brian & Susan WarneC
Joan Warininia
Alice & Walter
Walsch
Ryan & Alexandra
Walsch
Susanna Walsh
Jerry Walter
Robert E. Walters
Jacqueline Walton
M.A. Walton
Alan Wampole
Jon Wanamaker
Jo & Yon Wang
Ted Wark
Celeste Wara
Sheel Lawna
Ellen Ward

Marilyn Raines
Contributor

“Recently, I joined an “on demand” video streaming service for a short time at $10.00 a month and realized there was very little worth watching. I thought that if I listen to News 88.9 KNPR most of the time, why not give that same $10.00 a month to Nevada Public Radio as a sustaining member? If you want true facts about current events, if you want to be thoroughly entertained with unique stories and if you want to laugh your head off at other times, then Nevada Public Radio is the place and a sustaining membership is right for you.”

Cindy Walker
CJ Walker
David Walker
Dorothy Walker
Lindsey Walker
Mable Walker
Richard Walker
Morgan Ladestra
Walker-Morgan
Ronald Wall
Andrew Walker
William C. Waller
Joan Walling
Alice & Walter
Walsch
Ryan & Alexandra
Walsch
Susanna Walsh
Jerry Walter
Robert E. Walters
Jacqueline Walton
M.A. Walton
Alan Wampole
Jon Wanamaker
Jo & Yon Wang
Ted Wark
Celeste Wara
Sheel Lawna
Ellen Ward
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I realized I was paying $10 a month for a music service that provided me a similar service as News 889 KNPR, which I listened to just as frequently. In fact, I was using the music service just for pleasure, while KNPR was providing news and information that keeps me up-to-date every day. I don't have the time to read the newspaper, so in essence KNPR is my "Morning and Afternoon newspaper". Would I elect to pay for one and not the other? We pay for music services, newspapers, cable television, etc. Why would you not support News 88.9 KNPR?"
our circle of friends: members
I love classical music and by becoming a sustaining member I know I am keeping Classical 89.7 and the music available in the Las Vegas area. Become a sustaining member today to keep Las Vegas thriving as an arts community.
Underwriting on Nevada Public Radio offers businesses a chance to support public radio and the opportunity to access an audience most notably distinguished by its education level and professional success.

our circle of friends: underwriting

1-800-Got-Junk
21st Century Oncology
9th Bridge School
AAFP
Abrams Eye Institute
Adelson Campus
AEG Live
AIFS-USA, Inc.
Alexander Dawson School
Alexander Las Vegas
Aliante Casino & Hotel
ALS of Nevada
Alzheimer’s Association
Amigos para la Amorosura
America First Credit Union
American Lung Association of Nevada
American Red Cross
Ancara Associates, Inc.
Astro Hotels & Resorts
Aura Imaging, Inc.
AutoNation
B & C Camera
Bank Of America
Bank of America Foundation
Bank of George
Bank of Nevada
Barrett Gold of North America
Barrick Lecture Series
Battle Blast Laser Tag
Bellagio Gallery
Blind Center of Nevada
Blossom Baristiques
Blue Heron
Blue Man Group - Las Vegas
Bombard Renewable Energy
Boulder City Art Guild, Inc.
Boulder City Hospital Foundation
Brain Solutions, Inc.
Brazil Team Real Estate
Bro Tuican Gebe
Brooklyn Bowl, Las Vegas
Bryan Spangelo
Business Finance
Corporation
Caesars Foundation
California Closets
Callister & Associates
Centennial Hills Hospital
CenturyLink
Chapman Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram
Children’s Specialty Center
Christopher Guy - Americas
Cirque du Soleil, Inc.
City of Henderson
Convention Center & Visitors Bureau
City of Las Vegas
Cultural Affairs
City of North Las Vegas
City of Palms
City Projects - Ruben Salazar
Clark County Credit Union
Clark County Desert Conservation Program
Clark County Parks & Recreation
Clarks
Clinical Cleveland
Liu Rivo Center
Clinical Pathology Labs
Comprehensive Cancer Centers of Nevada
Constellation Brands
Cowaubunga Bay
Las Vegas
Cowboy’s Dream
Cox Charities
Cox Communications
Cree Printing Company
CSN Performing Arts Center
Culinary Academy of Las Vegas
Cure 4 the Kids Foundation
Curry House Zien
Davalo’s Tequila
David McGowan
Decisive DX
Desert Institute Spine Care
Desert Radiologists
Desert Research Institute
Desert Springs Hospital
Desert Valley Audiology
Diamanti Fine Jewelers
Dignity Health
Discovery Children’s Museum
Dixie State University
Doe, Vargas, Inc.
Downtown Project
Downtown St. George
Dream Dental
Egg & I - Las Vegas
Ellen Bazian
Entertainment Benefits Group
Environmental Water Systems
Ecclesiastical Diocese of Nevada
Eureka Resort Casino Moapa
F/X Television
Fennimore Craig, PC
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Fem Adair Conservatory for the Arts
Fertility Center Of Las Vegas
Findlay Chevrolet
First Response Home Inspectors
Flamingo Las Vegas
Flamingo’s Prime Steak & Wine
Forum Shops at Caesars
Fox Television
Galleria At Sunset
General Growth Properties
Goldwell Museum
Golden Silver
Great Basin College
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Greene Infuso, LLP
HealthCare Partners of Nevada
Healthinsight
Henderson International School
Henderson Symphony Orchestra
HighTower Advisors
Holland & Hart, LLP
House of Blues, Las Vegas
Housefax.com, LLC
Hutchison & Stoffen Law Firm
Imagina Exhibitions
Innovia Technologies
Inspiration
Interior Gardens
Jane Farniano
Jennifer Wallens
Jersey Boys
John Glenn Watkins
John Jones Landscape Architect
Judge Art Ritchie
Judge Douglas Hammon
Judge Jerry Tao
Judge Robert Tatum
Junior League of Las Vegas
Kayenta Art Foundation
Keep Memory Alive Kindred
Kla-Juba Walp Architects
Land Rover Las Vegas
Las Vegas Baristas
Las Vegas Convention & Visitors Authority
Las Vegas Day School
Las Vegas Harley-Davidson
Las Vegas Master Singers
Las Vegas Natural History Museum
Las Vegas Performing Arts Intensive
Las Vegas Philharmonic
Las Vegas Science Festival
Las Vegas Veterinary Specialty
Las Vegas Wash
Coordination Committee
Las Vegas Youth Orchestra
Las Ventanas
Law Offices of James J. Ream
Lea Olson Company
Lealtiu Entertainment
Lewis Rocka Roothage
Lincoln County
Fair & Rodeo
Lindamood-Bell Learning
LV Global Economic Alliance
M Resort Spa Casino
Mamma Mia
Mandalay Bay Las Vegas
Mark Vanash Studio
Marquis Aubuchon Collins
MCD Fine Art, LLC
Merrill Lynch
Metro Arts Council of Southern Nevada
Metropolitan Auto Body
MGM Grand Garden Arena
MGM Grand Hotel & Casino
Mill Management Solutions
Morton Group
Mountain View Hospital
N.M., Ventures 9 Group
Nathan Adelson Hospice
National Arts Council
National Geographic Society
National Jewelry-Cash America
Nixon Museum
Nevada Affordable Housing Assistance Corporation
Nevada Arts Council
Nevada Ballet Theatre
Nevada Conservatory Theatre
Nevada Department of Agriculture
Nevada Department of Insurance
Nevada Famul Data Associates
Nevada Humanities
Nevada Psychological Assn
Nevada Rural Housing Authority
Nevada School of the Arts
Nevada State Specific Advisory
Nevada State Bank
New Zealand Personal Tours
NV Energy
Office of the State Treasurer
Ogawa Las Vegas
Oroville Arena
Oroville Hotel & Casino
Palm Medical Group
Palm Spring Aerial Tramway
Pan Pintx Pet Supplies
Pepple & Associates
Philadelphia Home Lending
Piercy Bowler Taylor & Kerr
Premier Outlets
Red Mountain Resort & Spa
Red Rock Fertility Center
Republic Services
Richard A. Perlman
Richard Deitzer
Rob Graham - Lawyers Guild
Ron Israel
Roseman University Health Services
Sambambali
Savers
Schoff-Horticulture Group
Shepherd Eye Centers
Shriners Hospitals for Children
Silverton Casino Hotel
Sit Means Sit
SMG, Inc.
Snell & Wilmer
Southern Nevada Conservancy
Southern Nevada Health District
Southern Nevada Water Authority
Southern Utah Art Guild
Southern Wine & Spirits of Nevada
Southwest Medical Associates
Spa At Lakeside 2.0
Spring Valley Hospital
Springs Preserves
St. Mary’s Health Plans
St. Olaf College
Stanley Steemer
Station Casinos
Steinberg Diagnostic Imaging
Stillpoint Center
Stratosphere Casino Hotel
Sturm Family Foundation
Subaru of Las Vegas
Summerlin/The Ridges in Summerlin
Sunburst Shutters
Suncoast Hotel & Casino
Super Room
Surgical Weight Control Center
Susan G. Komen for the Cure of Southern Nevada
Table 34
T-Bird Jewels
Ted Moody
The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
The District at Green Valley
The Harwood Institute
The Howard Hughes Corporation
The Joint at the Hard Rock
The Karl Foundation
The Last City Museum
The Mob Museum
The Smith Center
Three Square
Tiberti Family Foundation
Tivoli Village
Touro University
Town Square Las Vegas, LLC
Tropicana Dental Group
Tropicana Las Vegas
Tuesdays Center for the Arts
Turntable Health
Tutoring Club
UMC Foundation
United Healthcare
United Way Southern Nevada
University of Nevada Press
UNLV Alumni Association
UNLV Boyd School of Law
UNLV Center for Entrepreneur
UNLV Department of Anthropology
UNLV Department of Physics & Astronomy
UNLV Educational Outreach
UNLV Performing Arts
UNLV School of Medicine
UNLV-EMBA Lee Business School
Upromise, Inc.
Utah Shakespeare Festival
Valle Nevada
State of Nevada
Valley Cheese & Wine
Valley Electric Association
Valley Health System
Vallejo Hospital
Medical Center
Vidara Hotel & Spa
Vegas Lighting Track Club
Vegas PBS
Velvetine Rabbit
Venetian Resort Hotel
Visiting Angels
VSA Arts of Nevada
W. J. Bradley Mortgage Capital
Watson Rouds Law Office
Wells Fargo
Western National Parks Association
Whole Foods Market
Wiggens’ Entertainment
Windmill Ridge
Wongu University
Winzor University
Zumahs, Inc.

MATCHING GIFT PROGRAM

Many employers sponsor matching gift programs and will match charitable contributions made by their employees. You can double—or even triple—the impact of your donation to Nevada Public Radio with a matching gift from your employer—providing more resources for the news and music you rely on.

Bank of America Foundation • Chevron • Human品登 • Donald W. Reynolds Foundation • Expedia Inc. • GE Foundation Matching Gifts Program • HHS Philanthropy Programs • Microsoft Matching Gifts • Omnicor Corporation Matching Gifts Program • Pfizer Foundation • Unilever United States Foundation, Inc. • Varian Medical Systems
## Our Circle of Friends: Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Performer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bids, Bites &amp; Beverages</td>
<td>Utah Shakespeare Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Tempest at The Smith Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caesars Palace (AEG Live)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shania Twain at The Colosseum inside Rose.Rabbit.Lie at The Cosmopolitan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mamma Mia at The New Tropicana (SPI Entertainment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Sedaris at The Smith Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Rock Las Vegas (AEG Live)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue Man Group at Monte Carlo Resort &amp; Casino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Gray at The Joint inside the Hard Rock Las Vegas (AEG Live)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Sedaris at The Smith Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a growing and vital revenue resource, Nevada Public Radio holds various fundraising events each year, including Bids, Bites & Beverages, bi-annual online auctions and ticketed events. Special thanks to the partners who hosted or helped make the following benefit events possible:

### Special Event Donors

**$5,000+**

- Jonathan Bernstein
- Paul & Shana Hessgessler
- Shelly Kim
- Paragon Gaming
- Frederick Schaller
- Dahn Tamir

**$1,000-$4,999.99**

- Jacqueline Bundren
- Melanie Cannon
- Paul & Sharon Carelli
- Suzanne Cassel
- Paul Chao
- lechen Chang
- Dwayne & Carol Chesnutt
- Marissa Chen
- Robert Devaney
- Joy Dorfman
- First Real Estate Companies
- Doron Gerby
- Jeffrey Michael Haebelrin
- Daniel Hamilton
- Sylvia Harbin
- Mary Beth Hartlieb
- Timothy T. Henderson
- Susan Housck
- Catherine Jorgenson
- Paul J. Kalita
- Simon Kaston
- Christine Kiely
- John Klae
- Andy Lehner
- Bonnie Lemat
- Andrea Luem
- Lee Marlin
- Christopher & Anita Murray
- Nancy L. Myster
- Jerry Nadal
- Shimon J. & Ida Nivo

### Special Event Donors

**$1-$999.99**

- Raymond Abad
- Fabian Abbas
- Heather Abel
- Ramon Abraham
- Armando Acosta
- Margaret Adam
- Maureen Adamo
- Chuck & Laura Adamson
- Alice Ageloff
- Carolyn Ahborn
- Lani Athen
- Paul & Sari Ayseil
- Aneesa & Salman Akrar
- Michael Alden & Holly Hartzel
- Sharyn Alejandro
- Cynthia Alexander
- Ginger D. Allen
- Hannah Allen
- Heather Allen
- Travis Allen
- Vicki M. Allen
- Yvonne Alley
- Douglas R. Allington
- Karen Allison
- Amber Amato
- Amanda Amaya
- Mark Ambris
- Jeffrey Amburn
- Karen Ames
- Robert Ames
- Anthony Amusoza
- Brett Anderson
- Chris Anderson
- Thomas M. Anderson
- Claudia Andracki
- Jay Andre
- Elizabeth S. Anderson
- Richard Andrews
- Barbara Anoop
- Nandini Ansanimo
- Bert & Diane Anzal
- Arati Apte
- Melissa Arcolla
- Arwen Argonza
- William & Margett Ash
- Yomahira Ash
- Guy & Tina Asher
- Audrey M. Asselin
- Michélie L. Atkinson
- Bart Atwell
- Jessie L. Augustine
- Eddie Avalos
- Jana Ayke-Wong
- Gabriela Babyn
- Gustavo & Corri Backman
- William Bacon
- Mark Badenhop
- Fatima Badreddine
- Raymond Baez
- Elizabeth E. Bailey
- Robert L. Bailey
- Alan & Carol Baird
- Janice Baker
- Michelle Baker
- Danny Bakke
- Catherine Banks
- Annabel Barber
- Marion P. Barber
- Bonnie Barbareni
- Marius Barbuc
- Seth Barkan
- Christopher Barrode
- Chris Barroie
- Hugh & Lisa Bassewitz
- Cheryl Basto
- Lori B. Batchelor
- Sharon Batterham
- Keith Bauer
- Sherry Baum
- Cannon Baxter
- Margaret Banzoka
- Claire Beauvais
- Michele Becker
- Ronald C. Beckham
- Ken & Geri Bedrosian
- Caren D. Bedsworth
- Kelly L. Beecher
- Jeff Belcher
- Elaine Bell
- Constance D. S. Belmore
- Rowena Bengson
- Patricia Bening
- Leah Benjamin
- Timothy S. Bennett
- Alda Benson
- Michael Berg
- Alexis Berg
- Melissa Berger
- Donna Jean Berger
- Christine Bergman
- Jean L. Bergquist
- Kathleen Bergquist
- Jill Bernacki
- Ronald Bernau
- Brandon Berrett
- Gary L. Berrigan
- Dean Berry
- David E. Berryman
- Linda Berwick
- Mary Berwick
- Eilana
- Bhattacharya
- David Bichsel
- Kathleen Bienenstein
- Norma Biggar
- Robert C. Bills
- Carol A. Bilodeau
- David Bitman
- Christine Bitonti
- Christopher Bitonti
- Rosalie Blackman
- Adam Blann
- Jo Blaugrund
- Martha Blinn
- Diane Byrde
- Scott & Anna Bogatz
- Charles A. Boise
- Liliana Bonderov
- Ulian D. Bozo
- Gerald Born
- Bill & Deb Bookman
- Jefferson Boswell
- Joann Lane Bourquin
- Kathleen B. Boyette
- Heather Brennan
- Alicia Breacci
- Barbara Brennan
- Mark & Susan Brennan
- Thomas L. Brenner
- Lois Brent
- Priscilla C. Brant
- Russell Brickey
- Elizabeth Brickfield
- Keith R. Brill
- Jerome Brin
- Matthew & Elise Brin
- Sean C. Broderick
- Charles Bromley
- Metal Bronstein
- Dennis Brooks
- Susan M. Brooks
- Crystal L. Brown
- David Brown
- Denise Brown
- Jennifer Brown
- Kevin Brown
- Mary Brown
- Robert E. Brown
- M. Neil Browne
- Gaylen Brule
- Brenda Gayle
- Bryant
- Nicolas Bryant
- Ross Bryant
- Bill & Deb Buchan
- Barbara Buchanan
- Donald E. Buchanan
- Janet Kofkin

We would also like to thank those people who participated in our online auctions or attended one of our events. Over $410,000 was raised with your participation.
Our circle of friends: events
Keep up to date on upcoming events at npr.vegas

Eric Knight
Jennifer Koberstein
Kristin L. Koetje
Robert & Margaret Kolar
Ramu & Angela Komanduri
Ellen Korchev
Greg Korts
Kris Kortuem
Naonila Kosciwowski
Leslee H. Koslo
Tom Kozlowski
Gene Krameltbauer
Richard Krise
Kevin & Susan Krenzien
Len Krick
Harold Kuhr
Bryan Kuhl
Nancy E. Kuhns
Rebecca Kui
Ken Kulas
Nancy Kung
Michelle LaBonnay
Kristina Laboff
Marvin Labowitz
Julio Labyo
Martha Laboy
James Labuda
Kathryn Lacher
Bette LaCombe
Tanya Lacoste
Catherine Lacy
Susan Lamb
Karen Lamorte
Ray Lancaster
Cynthia Lane
Joann Lane
Joseph Langdon
Susan Langner
Lea Parks
Langston
Leislzie Lapping-Carr
Rafael Larribas
Michelle Larsen
Rita Larson
Philip Lawton
Julia Lazareck
Hue K. Le
Lawrence & Camille Leavitt
James K. Lee
Larry-Paul Lee
Michael Lee & Jacqueline Nguyen
Robert Lee
James Leftwich
Don Leheup
Joanne Leovy
Wally Leppanen
Karen Leroy
Tracy Leslie
Tom Letournau
Laura S. Leve
Alexa Levin
Jack Levine
Christina M. Levant
Gary J. Lewis
Tanya Li
Rachel Lieberman
Louis Liebster
James Light
Michelle Light & John Novak
Sharlene Lim
Michael Limbert
Michelle Lindsay
Cynthia Lippmann
Tiffany Litchfield
Scott Litewski
Kathleen K. Litz
Sharon Liu
Kurt Loffgren
Robert Loh
Carol Lommen
Carol Long
Michael Long
Luis A. Lopez
Var E. Lordahl, Jr.
Robert Loudon
Margaret Louis
Amanda Lovechio
David Low
Claudia Lowe
Marie Helene Lowe
Bob Lozanski
Catherine Lu
Michael Ludin
Sara Luebke
Barbara Luke
Lisa Lupowetz
Kim Lyman
Lisa M. Lyons
Audrea Lytle
Kerry Lytle
Jeaniffer Maalouf
Tracie Maas
Jane B. Mac
Ryan J. MacDonald
Sheryl Mackey
Tamara Madensen
H. Pei-Long Maeder
Jennifer N. Mafield
Lynn Mageur
Karl Maisner
Bierland & Gerda Malinov
Xenon Malan
Georgia K. Malone
Jeffrey Maloney
Richard E. Manellis
Jaco Manjorjan
Richard Mannis
Sylva Mansfield
Patrick B. Marchant
Lamar & Pat Marchese
Dara Marigis
Mark Marz
Sarah Lee Marks
Terry & Ann Marshall
Angela D. Martin
Charles Martin
Frances Martin
Anne Tanina Masera
April Mastroluca
Astraia Mateiuch
Greg Matiya
David Matthews-Jensen
Lauren Maxwell
Lynn Mayes
Stephanie Mazion
Olena Mazunenko
Dustin McClister
Nancy McClokey
William McCollom
Anne McCullough
Sondra D. McCurry
Heather McCuisker
Annie McDonald
Tom McGowan
Electa McGrath-Skiskyewski
John McGroarty
Beverly Moore
McIntosh
Caroline McIntosh
Rita McIntyre
Alexandria McKenna
Scott McKenzie
Marsha McKenney
Harry McKrinter
Sheila McKnight
Diane McKinnon
Katherine McLaughlin
Margaret A. McLetch
Trude McMahon
Arlene D. McCormack
Valerie McNay
Diana L. McRae
Trina Medina
Floyd Meeks
Tom Mekan
Ryan Meier
Vlasta Mejia
Jaerald Melrose
Charles Mendoca
Nancy Merzel
Paul Messenger
Diane Metcalf
Richard Metzl
Ken Moyar
Erik Meza
Janet A. Michello
Mark Mikowski
Angela Miller
Bruce Miller
Filisha L. Miller
John H. Miller
Scott Miller
Susan Miller
Debra Mills
Eleonora Milvevakova
Amie V. Minar
Randall Miskovic
Byron Mitchell
Jeanette Mitchell
Michael Mitchell
Helena Munson
Cheryl Nizzi
Irina Molina
Carla Montagno
Patricia Montes
Emily Moon
Tim Mooney
Andy & Lisa Moore
Thomas W. Moran
John Morath
Julie Mordecai
Barbara Morelan
Patrick Morris
Maraya J. Morse
Patrick Morris
Sammie Nix
Kirk Noda
Robert Hogge
Janet Nordine
Chelsea Nork
Jay Norris
John V. Notabarolo
Lori Notaro
David Nourse
Sandra Nunez
Kathleen Nylas
Jeff Oberschelp
Cynthia Ochoa
Daniel & Joyce O’Dowd
Melinda Oman
Kirk Orefice
Colin Okada
Margo Oliver
Alethia Olmedo
Emily M. Olsen
Mark Olsen
Sarah Olsen
Diana B. Orans
Brian Osterby
Armando Ornelas
Victor Orphan
Alison A. Orr
Penny Orr & Lilly Escobar-Withey
Matt Ortega
Brooke Mari Ortlieb
Claire E. Oshima
Victoria Otter
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